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In 1916 Mark Twain’s estate published a work that he promised his family and his publisher would not 

be published while he was still living.  Originally written in 1905 it was titled The War Prayer and was 

essentially a short story written in prose poem form.  It is the story of a group of people who are 

gathered in church to pray for victory for their soldiers who are about to go off to war.  An unknown 

older man enters the church and announces that he is there to add in the unspoken wishes of their prayer 

for victory.  He then proceeds to pray for the death and destruction of their enemies.  And all the 

hardships inflicted on the defeated by their conquerors.  Those things that they are inadvertently asking 

for in their own prayer.  It is a bitter critique of war and its results told in graphic detail. And an equally 

cautionary tale about prayer.  In the end the unknown man is ignored.  Reading it today, a person can 

understand why Twain’s family and publisher didn’t want him to publish it.  He is supposed to have told 

his illustrator that it contained the whole truth and only dead men could tell the whole truth.  But I think 

the idea of thinking about what we are praying for might help us get at today’s lesson from Luke.  

 

On its surface the story of the widow and the judge seems a simple tale about persistence in prayer.  The 

widow represents us and the judge is a stand in for God. The widow seeks justice and keeps nagging the 

judge until he relents and grants her wish.  And Jesus is telling his disciples they should do the same.  

But think about it.  The very idea that we need to keep nagging an unconcerned and uncaring God until 

she relents is preposterous.  One commentator has called it a very bad theology of prayer.  The biblical 

scholar, Amy-Jill Levine, reminds us that parables are intended to challenge.  That they shouldn’t be 

read as allegory.  Or thought of as having easily seen singular meanings, like the one I included above.  

And there is some debate among biblical scholars about the story Luke tells.  It centers around whether 

the first verse and the last verse were part of the original story as told by Jesus.  Everyone seems to agree 

that the core of the parable is original. But whether Jesus actually used it to teach about prayer is suspect 

in the eyes of some.  And let’s face it, that last verse seems to come out of nowhere.  But most of us are 

not biblical scholars.  Whether Jesus taught the whole story or not, Luke was trying to tell us something.  

So, we need to try to make sense of that.         

 

To start we must observe that the Bible has some interesting contradictions about widows.  There are 

many examples in the Hebrew Bible of the responsibility of the community to care for widows.  The 

Law as captured in the Torah has many references to that responsibility.  As do the Prophets and even 

the Psalms.  Widows are usually lumped together with aliens and orphans as those in need of special 

consideration and protection by the community.  Yet, almost all the examples of widows we have in 

stories throughout the Hebrew and Christian texts are of people who are strong.  They are independent, 

capable, persistent and resolute in their action. The woman in today’s story certainly seems to fit the 

description.  She keeps going back to the judge and demanding justice until she finally receives it.  But 

there is a twist in the story that is not immediately seen.  The NRSV translation has softened what the 

woman seeks.  The word that we hear translated as justice is much stronger.  Instead of justice what she 

is really after is revenge.  She keeps going to the judge demanding that he grant her the revenge that she 
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desires.  Knowing that changes how we think about her.  There is something darker going on here.  And 

we are left to wonder how this is a good example of persistent prayer.    

 

Likewise, the judge, who seems at first to be the hapless victim of a nagging woman, is a more complex 

character.  The first thing we learn about him is that he cares nothing for the concerns of God or the 

opinions of men.  We already don’t like him.  At the very least we are suspicious of his motivations.  

And well we should be.  Here again the translators have softened the judge’s motivation for acting in 

favor of the woman.  What has been translated as “wear me out” in the NRSV is actually from a boxing 

term.  It would be more accurately rendered as “beat me up” or even “give me a black eye”.  As such it 

provides insight into the woman’s methods and the judge’s motivation.  So, we come to understand that 

the judge is not just nagged into granting the woman’s demand.  What we initially perceived as an act of 

nuisance avoidance becomes an act of self-preservation.  There is no justice in the judge’s grant of the 

widow’s request.  And here’s the kicker.  There is someone else in this story.  Someone who, like the 

people in Mark Twain’s story, we never even think about.  The person against whom the woman seeks 

revenge and against whom the judge ultimately rules.  We know nothing about this person.  We don’t 

know what the woman actually wants the judge to do to this person.  We don’t know if the woman’s 

request is even justified.  And we don’t know what the impact of the judge’s decision is on that person.  

So, again we might wonder why this is such a good example of being persistent in prayer.   

 

So, what is the point in this story?  I think maybe there is a hint in Jesus last words in the story.  That 

last line: “And yet, when the Son of Man comes, will he find faith on earth?” seems to come out of 

nowhere.  It just doesn’t seem to fit with the rest of this story.  Jesus seems to be wondering aloud how 

his teaching will fair over time.  But why is that important to this story?  I think it might be because he’s 

wondering if he will find a community that has put his teachings into practice.  People who are praying 

for justice for all people not just the noisy and threatening.  People who are praying for their enemies as 

he taught them. People who care about the concerns of God and the needs of people.  And who look up 

to leaders that share those values.  Or will he find people who are seeking victory at someone else’s 

expense and others who are willing to grant it to them?    

 

I think our answer to those questions matters. And here’s why.  The social and political divisions in our 

country today are as sharp as they have ever been.  Payback has become an all too common motivation 

in the political arena.  The things that people say about those with whom they differ are a wonder.  Even 

our religious life has been infected by it.  We speak of the religious right and the godless left as though 

there are impenetrable boundaries around God.  Only right believers can get in and God cannot possibly 

get out to speak through other voices.  We even define our faith communities in terms of their political 

tendencies.  Red, blue or purple.  As if they are some sort of monoculture inhabited by one-dimensional 

people.  And we are reluctant to enter into conversation about issues that matter to all of us as a result.  

And that’s a shame.  Because we are the church.  This should be the place of deep reflection on the 

things that affect our personal and public lives.  It feels to me like our politics is informing our faith 

when it should be the other way around.  Our faith should be informing our politics.  And every other 

aspect of our lives.  And I think prayer is where we start.  Because prayer changes us.  Opens the door of 

our heart to the concerns of God and the needs of people.  As St. Teresa wrote “Authentic prayer 

changes us, unmasks us, strips us, and indicates where growth is needed.  Authentic prayer never leads 

to complacency, but needles us, makes us uneasy it times.  It leads us to true self-knowledge and true 

humility.”   
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Prayer can help us see the other differently. And that can be balm for a hurting world.  Frankly, I don’t 

think it matters if Jesus told this story exactly as it was captured by Luke.  The story as it stands does 

encourage us to be persistent in the practice of prayer.  But instead of asking us to put ourselves in the 

place of the characters it is asking us to step back and look at them with a critical eye.  And when we do 

that we see that it is challenging us to think about the things we pray for and in whom we put our trust.      

   

Amen.   


